ATTEMPTING TO CRACK THE CODE OF REPRODUCIBILITY: Current Challenges in Quantitative Linguistics Research

What?
As part of the Romance Linguistics Colloquium (KoRoLi) M.A. students report on their attempts to reproduce the results of four linguistics publications using the authors’ original data. We highlight frequent reproducibility issues and discuss a range of solutions.

Who?
Introduction and moderation: Elen Le Foll

Speakers: Beatriz Castillo Upiachihua, Till Bäumker, Luca Leppert and Wing Yan (Vanessa) Tsang

Where?
University of Cologne, Building 106, Room S15

Come for the talks, stay for the ReproducibiliTea! We look forward to a lively discussion on the (lack of) incentives, problems, and solutions for making quantitative research in the humanities as reproducible as possible.

Tea and (reproducible!) Christmas biscuits will be served to mark the launch of a new ReproducibiliTea Club at the Faculty of Arts and Humanities of the University of Cologne.

To find out more elefoll@uni-koeln.de